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ABSTRACT

An edge cooling scheme using a standard metal limiter

together with the radio-frequency field for pumping out the

metal impurity is considered. During the pumping out process

the metal impurity ejected from the limiter enhances the radiation

cooling in the plasma periphery without impurity accumulation

in the hot core plasma. The impurity is thus called sheath

limiter.
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Impurity accumulation in tokamak plasma is one of the

main stumbling block to be overccir.o ir. ord^r for the torrid21

installation to work as a fusion reactor satisfying the

iginition condition, because impurities give rise to prohibi-

tively large radiation loss from the plasma. High Z impurities

come from metal limiter and wall bombarded by plasma particles

and neutrals and these impurities tend to penetrate into the

hot plasma-core. Usually, the limiter is always exposed to

severe heat flow from the interior of the plasma column, and

the heat load on the limit^r scones quits large i^ a reactor-

graded tokamak. A mechanism which lower the edge temperature in

order to reduce both the heat load in the limiter and the

generation of impurities via sputtering processes is inevitable.

A method of lowering the edge temperature is to convert

the heat flow from the plasma column into impurity radiation

of the plasma periphery, thus distributing the heat flow

uniformly over the wall. Recently one of the authors (K.I)

has proposed a so-called super-banana limiter to attain the

purpose described above . The scheme, however, needs rather

high current of the impurity neutral beam which is injected

into the plasma periphery. Because of the high current

required the scheme might not be useful for ignited tokamaks.

The purpose of the present work is to discuss another

new msthod of plasma edge cooling without use of an impurity

beam injection into the plasma periphery. In the present

scheme we use the standard metal limiter together with radio
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frequency (RF) field which forms a RF potential as a

mechanism of impurity pump-out. By this pump-out mechanism

vaporized metal ions from the limiter is migrated towards the

"'.3-̂ 1 ".i~itar without penetration into the hot core-plasma.

In front of the limiter an impurity sheath would be formed.

The impurity sheath may operate as a limiter, enhancing the

radiation cooling of the plasma edge. We, thus, call this

type of limiter as sheath limiter.

Before going into the detailed considerations we should

note that the frequency of the RF field should be close to

the cyclotron frequency of the impurity ion in order not to

heat the fuel plasma ions such as deutrons and tritium.

The guiding center motion of an impurity ion with

charge q and mass M in the magnetic field B plus an additional,

RF electric field E in the plasma periphery can be described by

•> -* -> "* *
2 £ = v , , b + — — ( 2 v , , 2 + v , 2 ) B x VB + £ L J L E , ( ! )
d t 2qB3 ~ B2

2B
= y = constant, (2)

•=• v,,2 + pB + q$ = constant (3-a)

and
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where B=!B|, u = qB/M and i^ is the frequency of the RF field

and E* is defined by

E* r - 7*. (5)

Here the assumption is made that 7xB-0 in the plasma periphery-

Equation (1) is easily reduced to

dt B q B

using (2), (3-a), (4) and (5).

The expression (6) shows that the guiding center motion of

the impurity ion occurs along the lines of force of the

effective magnetic field B*, i.e.

since Eq.(6) is independent of time.

If the energy of the impurity ion (e.g. iron) in the

plasma periphery is assumed to be of order 10 eV, the ratio

3 can be sufficiently less than unity for the RF electric

field E<105volt/m, where S=(pB)/ (q$) . This means that the

impurity motion is obeyed by the RF field. Then the

relation (3-a) is reduced to

v,,2 + q$ = | v 0
2 = constant, (3-b)
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where v is the initial velocity of impurity on the metal

limiter. The most important conclusion drawn from the

relation (3-b) is that the impurity ion motion is now

independent of crie constant or motion |i given by (2) .

Especially for negative $, i.e. o>2<u) 2, the impuritv particles
c

tend to gather about a location where the intensity of the

RF field takes its maximum value. In other words, the

impurity ion behaves as an dielectric particle in the RF

field providing that to2<u) z. The RF field can be utilized in

order to pump the vaporized, metalic ions out of the plasma

periphery. These pumping out impurities may operate as a

limiter, enhancing the radiation cooling of the plasma edge.

Typical system of the RF pump is schematically drawn

in Fig. 1, where the most important point to keep in mind in

designing the pump is that the resonance line, i.e. co=u> ,

should be on the head of the electrodes made of high Z

material. In this case, the metalic ions could not penetrate

into the plasma core since the intensity of the magnetic

field is a decreasing function of the distance from the

torus axis.

We are now at the position to discuss the radiation loss,

P , from the cloud made of impurity ions located at the head of
R

electrodes made of high Z material. The cloud is assumed to

occupy the volume V in the plasma periphery. Using the

cooling rate, n , the radiation loss can be estimated from

the following relation:
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P R = n n± n e, (8)

where n. and n are the densities for impurity and electron

respectively. In steady state, the energy flow from the plasma-

core to the periphery should be balanced by the radiation loss:

W = P RV S, (9)

where W is the total power of the plasma particles bombarding

chamber wall and the limiter. From (8) and (9) the total

number, N, of impurity which occupies a part of plasma periphery

becomes

N ~=

If we assume the temperature of plasma periphery about equal

to 50 eV, W=10 Mega-Watt and plasma density n =10 1 3cm~ 3 the total

impurity number N should be

N = 5 x 101 7

Under the assumption that the impurity ions forms a scrap-off

layer with thickness X-10cm, the necessary area S of the

cloud with density n.=1013cm 3 becomes

S = 5 x 103cm2.
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This seems to be within the reach.

Finally we should emphasize that in the region where

j;--̂  we could not expect the propagation of electro-static

wave. The possible wave there should be a sort of electro-

magnetic wave. If the mode conversion of the electro-statically

driven wave could not be expected near the resonance plane

where ui=u> , the exciter of the wave shown in Fig. 1 should

be changed accordingly in order to pump the impurities.

In conclusion if the intense RF electric field in the

plasma periphery is able to be permissibly applied, the edge

cooling of hot plasma is capable by the use of high Z impurity.

The necessary intensity of the electric field decreases by

adopting higher Z material as metal vapor limiter. For iron

E=5xlo2volt/cm, while for molybdenum the intensity is reduced

to E-102volt/cm. Detailed study of wave propagation in the

plasma periphery still remain.
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Figure Caption

Impurity pump-out scheme, drawn schematically and with

exaggerations. Because of the RF potential field the

impurities gather about the location where the field strength

takes its maximum value.
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